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2 Ghost Stories for Christmas: The Definitive Collection. 2012. British Film Institute.
3 The Stone Tape. 1972. Beasts. 1976.
4
See Irene Shubik. 1976. The Mind Beyond: Stories from Irene Shubik’s BBC
Television series. Penguin.
5 Kingsley Amis. 1969. The Green Man. Jonathan Cape – later a 1996 film adaptation
by Malcolm Bradbury starring Albert Finney.
6 It was William James’ brother, Henry James who wrote one of the most unsettling
Ghost Stories ever, The Turn of the Screw.
7 For example, see Sidgwick, Eleanor; Johnson, Alice; et al. 1894. Report on the
Census of Hallucinations. Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research, Vol. X.
London
8 For further examples see e.g. G. Tyrell 1943:49. C. II. Characteristics of Apparitions
in Apparitions. Duckworth.

The opportunity for a discursive and comparative exercise that arose as a consequence of
these workshops and screenings, allowed for a nuanced perspective in establishing a set
of observations and discussions that gave rise to our Taxonomy. The strategy was to treat
cultural ghosts rather in the manner that a naturalist might treat different species of insect.
This was to make observations based on for example, appearance, behaviour, habitat,
life-cycle, context and so on. This strategy is not unique with reference to the subject, for
example nineteenth-century scientific researchers began to consider the supernatural from a
positivist standpoint as phenomena which could be observable, measurable and repeatable.
Figures such as Crookes, the Sidgwicks, Myers and Gurney in the United Kingdom
and William James6 in the USA, applied empirical models to their studies of ghosts and
hauntings as though they were physical phenomena, establishing their taxonomic schemas7
as a consequence of reported anecdotal experience. In many respects the founding of the
Society for Psychical Research in London in 1882 has deeply influenced the way that
ghosts are now imagined and interpreted in our society8. This may be why we encounter the
features that we do within a variety of cultural forms and why there is such an emphasis,
in the popular imagination at least, on ‘proving’ the existence of ghostly phenomena via
conflicting methods and strategies that use technology, history and archaeology on one
hand, and through mediumship, séances, and divination and such ‘paranormal’ practices
on the other. The key perhaps is to recognise that we are not dealing with external entities,
rather that the phenomenon is cultural, open to interpretation, and moreover, available for
engagement with a critical analysis and discourse. More akin perhaps, to engaging with and
discussing art.

Whilst the selection of the source material was a personal one it reflected a broad sample
of a particularly British view of the subject for consideration by a largely American group
of artists. This provided an opportunity for a different and nuanced set of reflections,
referencing as it did a particularly rich period of supernatural fiction and popular interest
in the uncanny within British culture which found its apogee in the late 1960s and 1970s1.
During this period, for example, we find re-workings of M.R. James’ ghost stories by
director Lawrence Gordon Clarke2, uncanny screenplays by writers such as Nigel Kneale3,
the BBC series Leap in the Dark and The Mind Beyond4, the scholarly magazine Man,
Myth and Magic (Cavendish (ed). 1970-71) and work by writers such as Kingsley Amis5
(1969), Colin Wilson (1971), Dennis Bardens (1965) and Peter Underwood (1978). All of
which and much more (the list is neither exhaustive or comprehensive) served to establish
a particular uncanny flavour to the decade and a half that was particularly formative for
Williams’ interests and art practice.

This document emerged as a consequence of a series of workshops, seminars and discussions
which took place during the 2012 Mildred’s Lane session for Opus Magnum: Theatrum
Chemicum Britannicum. For the session the theme of Ghosts and Ghost-seeing was selected
as a means to extend the discourse surrounding social and cultural tropes associated with
ideas of the liminal to be found in subjects encompassing alchemy, the supernatural and the
uncanny. A range of popular forms were selected by Robert Williams drawn from British
Television, film, and literary ghost stories from the celebrated English academic M.R.
James and presented for the Fellows of Mildred’s Lane to consider and to debate.

9 For an excellent discussion of the American equivalents see Alissa Burger. 2010.
Ch.12:162-174. Ghost Hunters: Simulated participation in televisual hauntings. In
María del Pinar Blanco and Esther Peeren (eds). Popular Ghosts: The haunted spaces of
everyday culture. Continuum.
10 Subsequently the event became dramatized in a 1977 episode of Leap in the Dark,
In the Mind’s Eye, hosted by Colin Wilson - Leap in the Dark. Series 3. No.6. February
1977.

It may be interesting to signpost the image of the ghost emerging from such contexts within
Western culture – although in no way is this an attempt to offer a ‘history’ of the subject
– that has been dealt with admirably of late by Clarke (2012), Ackroyd (2010) and Davies
(2007) for example; Finucane (1982), Inglis (1977) and Maple (1977) before them. With
the idea of The Ghost as a concept that exists as an in-between or liminal category it seems
that we are presented with an opportunity to explore its image and behaviour significant
in the popular imagination since at least the middle ages and probably before then. The
frontispiece to the English translation of the first dedicated anthology of ghost stories by
Lewes Lavatar in Europe dating from 1572, listing as it does the range of phenomenon that
might be thought of as ghostly. Despite the clear religio-political emphasis of the text, this

It seems that a consideration of the narrative structures, patterns of behaviour and imagery
of ghostly tropes offers the opportunity for a particular insight into a constellation of
cultural mores, beliefs, expectations, modes of thinking and imagining. This also provides
for the manifestation of particular forms of social engagement, which whilst supposing a
spiritual or supernatural dimension, may speak rather more of ideas concerning the liminal,
memory, heritage, history and continuity. This is expressed in a range of cultural contexts:
religiously, socially, within a shared discourse; within the popular imagination, cinema
and television (We have in mind, for example, Living TV’s oxymoronic ghost hunting
series Most Haunted9) and within bodies of literature that encompass issues of ethics,
philosophy, history, archaeology, scientific enquiry, and so on. In many ways ghosts and
their narratives mediate between the social, the cultural and the personal. There is often
a range of conflicting responses to encounters with ghosts – fear and dread, amusement,
intrigue, laughter and the absurd. The opportunity for jokes is enormous – we are reminded
of the very celebrated 1762 London haunting ‘Scratching Fanny of Cock Lane’, in terms of
English bawdy humour this is a gift (Goldsmith. 1762). Indeed, in structure the ghost story
and the joke may be said to follow a common trajectory as part of an oral form. They each
have a build up, a repeated narrative structure and of course the punch line, for example
‘… and there was nobody there…!’ Like jokes, ghost stories take on a life of their own and
can travel from location to location, whilst still retaining the fundamental pattern of the
story. Indeed, if one thinks of the often reported 1971 case of The Phantom Vicar of Ratcliff
Wharf when a haunting was deliberately and methodically manufactured, we can see how
such narratives are passed on, embroidered and built upon as much as any other cultural
discourse. The story was planted by Frank Smyth, the editor of the Frontiers of Belief
section of the seminal periodical Man, Myth and Magic (No. 105. 1971) as an experiment
(or hoax, for that matter) to see whether it could insert itself into the folklore of the area.
Apparently it did until Smyth revealed the hoax in The Sunday Times in 197110.

The task for the Mildred’s Lane Fellows was to look at the tropes, imagery and narrative
structures that shape popular accounts of ghosts in diverse media. In trying to make sense
of the material and to grasp the relations between different cultural formats, some kind of
order needed to be established. A taxonomic schema is a way of world making which is
predominantly practised in the natural sciences. It requires an analytical stance and a high
degree of abstraction. Not only is it a useful tool in putting the material into perspective, it
also creates a visual and very compelling system of relational networks. In the experimental
process of developing the Taxonomy, we not only had the opportunity to learn about the
ingredients and patterns that make up ghost stories, but we were also able to question the
ways knowledge is ordered. In a series of discussions led by Hilmar Schäfer, Foucault’s
reporting of Borges’ Chinese Encyclopaedia in The Order of Things (1970) was a focal point
to look at the contingencies of categorization and to ask how they shape our perspective on
the world. Drawing on the natural and even the social sciences whilst mimicking them at
the same time, the Taxonomy remains a fanciful exercise that rightly belongs to the realm
of art. In many ways, the opportunity within the dynamic of the seminar discussions was
analogous with the telling of ghost stories themselves.

11 For example, Vol.1 has chapter headings that identify the history and the different
species of uncanny experience: Oracles; altered states; dreams; warnings; trance; wraiths;
doppelgängers; apparitions; presentiments. The list is itself an echo of the contents and
descriptions of supernatural categories in Aubrey’s 1696 Miscellanies. Reprinted in John
Buchanan-Brown (ed). 1972. John Aubrey: Three Prose Works. Centaur.
12 Although we are minded to recognise the significance and influence of Maria
Fusco’s 2010 anthology Who is this Who is Coming: Inscription as method in
contemporary art writing as a signal example of insightful, critical engagement with
both the subject of Ghosts and Art within a context of the examination of meaning and
interpretation beyond conventional forms of research and practice.

Robert Williams and Hilmar Schäfer
June 2013

In thinking about ghosts in the context of art (not simply as subject but also we are minded
to consider contemporary practice itself) we are reminded of the famous speech by Marcel
Duchamp in 1957 on The Creative Act. Here, controversially at the time, Duchamp
considers that the Artist (the model clearly being himself) behaves rather in the manner of
a spiritualist medium, in that he is largely unconscious of his actions whilst in the act of
making art. He is merely a channel through which art becomes, somewhere in between an
intention and a realisation. What completes the work if we accept the dynamic, is the role
and engagement that the viewer brings to what may be considered a relational exchange,
where a discourse can be entered into. Under these circumstances the work is not a puzzle
to be solved and it doesn’t necessarily have a message, or a specific meaning. Rather it is
a transactional vehicle that whilst it has a context, also accumulates ‘layers of discourse’
through repeated interpretation and re-interpretation from different perspectives. Not unlike
conventional hauntings in ghost stories and not unlike the dynamic at work in establishing
our Taxonomy. The challenge for this group of Mildred’s Lane Fellows was to encounter
and to begin an identification of the many tropes surrounding ghosts as they appeared
within our sources and to draw the threads together from the material in an attempt to both
understand and to interpret their meaning. There is already a huge and burgeoning body of
literature dealing with such aspects of ghosts as cultural entities, but many are focused on
sociological and anthropological analyses. Hitherto we have yet to see a similar breadth
in the critical approaches12 to the subject beyond discussions of iconography. Perhaps
this modest work, the result of a series of discussions, debates, the sharing of ideas and
speculations, makes a small contribution to that discourse.

The Fellows had an opportunity during this session to utilise vintage photographic
equipment present at Mildred’s Lane, in order to make authentic tin-type photographs using
the same techniques available to Mumler for the manufacture of his spirit-photographs. We
were lucky to have the technical expertise in photography provided by Corey Riddell and
the design skills of Natalie Wilkin, who helped to stage-manage and compose these images.
Further, the photographic project gave us the opportunity to enact and embody some of the
tropes that we had encountered in visualising ghosts drawn from the material that informed
the seminar sessions and screenings.

In addition to the consideration of the image of the ghost from historical, literary and
anecdotal sources, there is also the impact of technological influences on the subject.
With the advent of spirit photography in America, famously exploited by William Mumler
(Cloutier 2004) in Boston in the 1860s, the iconography seen was reinforced and added to.
Clearly the production and reception of these images has a great deal to do with loss and
mourning. It is no surprise that those bereaved by the carnage of the American Civil War,
early deaths because of disease and the high infant mortality rates of the period, would
leap at the opportunity to retain some vestige of their loved and lost ones. Not surprisingly
Mumler made a fortune with his very clearly faked images, only to lose it all in costly
and damaging litigation that exposed the fraud (Cloutier 2004:22). However, these images
clearly bring together the abiding and pervasive ideas surrounding the appearance and
disposition of ghosts that had been building at least since the early modern period (Harvey
2007:49).

Following the emergence of Spiritualism in the USA and Europe (Inglis 1977:204; Finucane
1982:178), there was a rise in popularity of parlour games like table-tipping (Weatherly &
Maskylene 1891:182; Blum 2007:20), which gained momentum throughout the nineteenth
century in private homes and gatherings across the developed world. Of course Ghosts find
their way into more formalised entertainments, not least of which are the sort of theatrical
presentations of the period such as Dr. Pepper’s Ghost and other stage magic and illusions.
Brown’s Spectropia of 1864 was an extraordinarily popular publication created as a means
to scientifically debunk ghost-seeing and superstition. The pamphlet used colour theory and
optics to create visions of phantoms to order.

In much of the literature post-mortem ghosts appear for some purpose, for vengeance or
resolving earthly issues unfinished at death, as harbingers themselves or as messengers
with good advice for the living. Perhaps the first major modern haunting to be described,
investigated and debunked was the Cock Lane Ghost of 1762. Other celebrated fraudulent
ghosts might also include the Hammersmith Ghost of the mid-nineteenth century, where
we can already see all the accumulated appurtenances and appearance of the gothic ghost
– the winding sheet, gliding movement, the dark stormy night, gibbous moon, white
countenance. Indeed, all the usual ingredients which describe the modern ghost and which
appear in Catherine Crowe’s The Night Side of Nature11 (1848).

kyngdomes.”

“Of ghosts and spirites walking by nyght, and of strange noyses, crackes, and sundry
forewarnings,
which commonly happen before the death of menne, great slaughters, & alterations of

list is important too in setting the templates for contemporary ideas of ghosts and ghostly
experiences, related as it is to the supernaturalised landscape of Renaissance and postReformation thought which finds its expression in the popular imagination:

http://webspace.webring.com/people/th/hauntedtv/index.htm Accessed 22.1.13

Marcel Duchamp. 1957. The Creative Act. Audio file available from www.ubu.com/
papers/duchamp_creative.html Accessed 3.6.12.
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